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Thanks for your purchase! 
 

Just print, cut, and bag. 
 

Students will practice identifying verbs that agree with 
each pronoun in this fun sports themed game for 

groups of 2-4 students!  OR... don’t use the “ball cards” 
and place at a center with the answer key OR... hang the 

cards and use the  
recording sheet (without the “ball 

cards”)! 
 

Fonts:  KG Fonts 
Graphics:  KPM Doodles and Bubble 

Blonde Borders 
 

I made this!  Do not post anywhere 
online… forums, WikiSpaces, blogs, 

websites, etc…  
 

Questions or concerns?  E-mail me at 
christina4062@hotmail.com 

 

Be sure to follow my blog for more  
updates and goodies! 
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Directions: 
(2-4 players) 

1. Mix up the cards. 
2. Lay them upside down in a pile. 

3. Players take turns drawing a card, reading the  
sentence, and announcing the    

correct verb aloud. 
4. If correct, keep the card and 

move on to the next player. 
5. If incorrect, return the card to the 

bottom of the pile and move on to 
the next player. 

6. If a player draws any ball card, he 
or she should keep it because the 

winner is the one with the most ball 
cards at the end of the game! 

7. Watch out for penalty cards and 
fouls… if you get one, you must  

return a ball card to the bottom of 
the pile! 
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She (play, plays)  
basketball on the girls’ 

team.  

It (bounce, bounces) 
on the court and into 

the hoop. 

They (cheer, cheers) 
loudly when the team 

scores. 

You (snack, snacks) on 
popcorn from the 

snack cart. 

We (go, goes) to every 
home game. 

He (kick, kicks) the ball 
into the net.  Score! 

I (clap, claps) when the 
buzzer sounds. 

Penalty! 
Return a ball. 
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She (take, takes) a turn 
at bat. 

It (zoom, zooms) 
across the field  

and into the catcher’s 
glove. 

They (call, calls) a 
timeout before the ball 

is thrown. 

You (hit, hits) the ball 
hard with the bat! 

We (like, likes) the  
Detroit Lions the best. 

He (want, wants) us to 
practice our dribbling. 

I always (get, gets) 
right into bed after the 

big game! 
Penalty! 

Return a ball. 
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She (shout, shouts) 
loudly at the team. 

It (roll, rolls) across the 
pitcher’s mound. 

They (smile, smiles) 
when the other team 

fumbles the ball. 

You (watch, watches) 
from your seat in the 

stands. 

We (ask, asks) the 
quarterback for his  

autograph. 

He (sign, signs) the 
picture for us. 

I (hold, holds) up the 
sign I made for the 

team. 
Foul! 

Return a ball. 
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She (see, sees) the 
goalie blocking the 

kick. 

It (fall, falls) to the 
ground after the pitch. 

They (practice,  
practices) every day 

after school. 

You (are, is) the MVP 
for today’s game! 

We (race, races) down 
the field to try to 

score. 

He (slide, slides) 
across first base. 

I (throw, throws) the 
ball to the batter. 

Foul! 
Return a ball. 
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1– plays 2– bounces 3– cheer 

4– snack 5– go 6– kicks 

7– clap 8– takes 9– zooms 

10– call 11– hit 12– like 

13– wants 14– get 15– shouts 

16– rolls 17– smile 18– watch 

19– ask 20– signs 21– hold 

22– sees 23– falls 24– practice 

25– are 26– race 27– slides 

28– throw   
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Print in color or in black and white! 
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